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Flag fantastic

Semaphore is a signalling system using flags or other hand-held 
equipment. The position of the flags shows a letter of the 
alphabet. This is the signal for the letter A.

What angles can you form using the letters of your name?

Can you find a word containing exactly three right angles?

Can you find a word containing only obtuse angles?

Create a message for someone else using this code.

The letter A forms 
an acute angle.
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Flag fantastic – the semaphore alphabet

Image taken from: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Semaphore_Signals_A-Z.jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Semaphore_Signals_A-Z.jpg
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Feel the Turn

How many ways can you describe the turn? What did you feel?

This is a 
bigger turn.

This is a 
smaller turn.This is not 

as bigger 
turn as this.

I have turned 
more.

This is not 
as small a 

turn as this.

I have 
turned less.

Now, facing the same starting point, turn complete other turns 
always starting at the same starting point.

Using four or five mini figures (e.g. Lego, Playmobil, teddies) place them 
in a circle with one in the middle.
The figure in the middle faces another figure around the edge of the 
circle.
Without moving off the spot, now turn the figure to face another figure.

Compare each of these turns to the original turn how would you 
describe them?
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Guidance video

Feel the Turn – Adult guidance

Purpose: For pupils to experience angle as a measure of turn between two points and to 
compare the differing turns using informal language

Suggested sequence of learning: Set the figures into a circle with one placed in the middle. You 
may wish to draw a dot in the middle to keep them rooted to the spot.
Ask the pupils to turn the figure in the middle from one figure to another in the circle.
Encourage them to choose another figure to turn to and face whilst keeping the figure on the 
spot. 

Encourage informal language to describe, think and talk about what they feel when turning and 
comparing turns to each other.

? If figure 2 were to walk closer to the middle, would the angle be bigger, smaller or stay the 
same?
? How could we change the size of the angle? How can we make the angle smaller? Bigger?
? Where would we need to place XX to make the angle the same?

Adaptations: There are various ways this task can be adapted.
- Provide with a set of turns to complete and describe as shown on the right.
- Pupils could mark the lines on the ground use skipping ropes or chalks to represent the arms 
of a static angle. This will support them in making connections between angle as a measure of 
turn and the static lines drawn on a page.
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https://vimeo.com/manage/390836257/general

https://vimeo.com/manage/390836257/general
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Criss-cross

Using tape, take five strips each and lay them 
across the table so they all criss-cross. 

Take it in turns to identify an angle. What angles can you see? 
Total up your points for each correctly identified angle.

Points

Acute 3 points

Obtuse 2 points

Right 1 point
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Example and non-examples

Using your arms… 

What examples can you make of a right angle?
What non-examples can you make of a right angle?

Now try the same for acute angles.

Now try the same for obtuse angles.

What examples can you find around your house?

How can you prove that it is or isn’t a right angle?

Take pictures of the different angles you find and create.
How would you sort them?
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Clock watching

Using a clock, what angles 
can you make using the 
hands as the arms?

What times have you made?
What if you swapped the 
minute and hour hands?

How many different times can you make where the arms represent;
- a right angle?
- an acute angle?
- an obtuse angle?


